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Back-End Labor Savings
Delivers Bottom Line Growth
OrderMotion’s e-commerce process integration, from
order capture through fulfillment, reduces labor and
management costs.

About AlwaysForMe.com
AlwaysForMe.com is an online women’s
clothing store specializing in plus size lingerie,
swimwear, and workout gear. Founded in 2001
by Susan Barone, AlwaysForMe.com is one of
three e-commerce sites catering to plus size
women. Combined, AlwaysForMe.com,
uniquelyme.com and plussizeliving.com attract
over 1.8 million visitors per month.
Challenge: Implement an Automated Order
Management System that is Easily Accessible
from Multiple Locations.
Susan Barone operated UniquelyMe.com, a
Web portal for plus size women shoppers, from
her headquarters in New York City. Eight
months later, she opened the AlwaysForMe.com
e-commerce store. Her partner, Cheryl
Anderson, managed the warehouse and
customer service in Illinois. In 2002, they also
launched a plus size online magazine called
PlusSizeLiving.com. As the sites grew in
popularity, Barone considered implementing
order management software to automate their
order processing administration.
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In 2004, they chose an order management
solution and were hoping to enable remote
access to the system and transfer customer data
between the New York and Illinois offices via a
VPN. They absorbed the IT costs to install the
VPN connections in both offices but were
unable to efficiently connect and transfer data.

“It took 12 minutes just to log into the order
management start page via the VPN,” said
Barone. “We also couldn’t synchronize our
Quickbooks financial application between
offices and accurately and efficiently transfer
data.”
After 6 months of futility, Barone returned the
software and decided to look for another order
management solution.
Solution: OrderMotion’s Web-based Order
Management Solution Allows 24 x 7 Access
from Anywhere, at Anytime
Barone chose OrderMotion in early 2005
because it integrated seamlessly with Yahoo
Store and it could be easily accessed from
anywhere at anytime
“I was able to get up and running without
spending thousands of dollars up front for IT
infrastructure or staff. I feel like OrderMotion
is my full time staff. And, the Web-based
aspect of OrderMotion is huge for me. No
matter where I am, I can check on my
business. I only need an Internet connection,”
said Barone.
OrderMotion centralizes all aspects of
backoffice operations, including order capture,
fulfillment, inventory management, payment
processing, database management, and reports
generation.
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Integrated Order Processing, Warehousing, and Fulfillment Realizes
Significant Labor Savings
AlwaysForMe.com gains tremendous benefit from OrderMotion’s
integration of order processing, warehousing, and fulfillment.
“Automated order processing and integration with our warehouse saves
about 4 hours a day or more of employee time. The fact that inventory
is reflected and updated in real time on my Web-site saves another 2
hours of updating work each day. I was able to streamline operations
and even shut down the office in Illinois,” said Barone. “In addition, the
integration of Order Motion and the fullfillment center saves about
another 4 hours of manual follow-up and phone time each day.”

Track order volume and where they
are coming from.

The significant labor savings is accomplished by the seamless
integration between OrderMotion, the warehouse, and the fulfillment
center. Daily orders are received in batch, invoices are generated, and
shipping information is uploaded into OrderMotion without human
intervention. The fullfillment center uses OrderMotion to track
inventory and accept purchase orders. All returns are processed
through OrderMotion which automatically generated credits to the
customer via e-mail.
Furthermore, OrderMotion’s Fulfillment Executive module manages and
controls the flow of shipping batches and provides all the necessary
tools to ship orders without the need for additional software. The
module provides online reporting of pending jobs; courier
(UPS/FedEx/DHL) integration and tracking; customer order shipping
status updates in real-time; automated e-mail warnings for shipping
delays; and simplified fulfillment purchase order generation.

Easily view customer order history and
contact information.

“Without OrderMotion,
I would have shut down
my online business.”
Susan Barone
Founder and President
AlwaysFormMe.com

Inventory in real-time lets you know
what is on hand or on backorder.
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